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indication' and impress upon the
student thl:].t contraceptive advice
. . d to
should
. . be pretty much 11m1te
con d ItiOns
·
. , warranting th.erapeut1c
abo r t Ion.

ABORTION
Part V
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counted as contraindications
pregnancy: too frequent and pom y
spaced pregnancies, developmen tl
defects in the mother, recent pel' c
operations, malignant disease of t e
pelvis, pelvic neoplasms, diseases >f
the kidney, diseases of the h ef· t,
diseases of the lung, diseases of , te
blood, diseases of the skin, disea es
of the nervous system and me . al
diseases, Eugenic Board patier :s,
toxemia of pregnancy, metabe .ic
disturbances, diseases of the E re,
diseases of the ear and miscellane us
indications, e.g., varicosities, ~ 1ll
bladder disease, etc. After sett ng
forth the list, he offered an outl ne
This is true; but if the advocates of the last one hundred interr .ptions of pregnancies before fi.ve , nd
of legal abortion completely ignore
the moral evil of abortion and re- one-half months because the ( mfuse to consider it as murder and a traindications to pregnancy were 10t
followed and this list included: · iddeprivation of life to innocent unborn children and if they present ney diseases, heart diseases, listheir case entirely on the basis of orders of the central nervous sysL·rn,
the validity of the indications, then, pulmonary · disease, tumors, bl Jod
if these indications can be demon- dyscrasias, disease of the ov .1rn,
strated to be false, the entl.re cause skin disorders and a miscellan( ous
group consisting of gall blac,der
of the advocates thereby falls.
condition, colloid goiter and ma utrition, multiple lipomatosis, rn 1ltiMEDICAL INDICATIONS
Doctor Bayard Carter, Professor ple varicosities.

Since we oppose abortion as a
basic, fundamental and intrinsic evil,
which can never be allowed or tolerated, whatever be the reasons . or
indications, it would seem to be unnecessary and useless to investigate
the validity of the various indications- medical, psychiatric, . socioeconomic- which are presented by
the proponents for more liberal abortion laws; because, regardless of how
valid the indications might be
proved to be, the per se essential
evil of abortion would necessarily
preclude the advocacy of abortion as
a remedy for the probl~ms of life.

of Obstetrics and Gynecology at
Duke University School of Medicine,
presented a paper at the Conference
on Contraceptive Research and
Clinical Practice in December,
1936, entitled "Contraindications to
Pregnancy." In this paper, he outlined seventeen categories of diseases
and conditions which could be
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In discussing Doctor Carter's
paper, Doctor James A. Harrar, Associate Professor of Clinical Obstetrics
and Gynecology, Cornell
edical College, observed: "At the
Lying-In-Hospital in New York, we
prefer and insist on the strictest interpretation of the · term 'medical
LINACRE QuARTERLY

Doctor Benjamin T. Tilton, Directo~ of Surgery, Broad Street
Hospl tal, New york ' had an Im.
portant and perceptive observation
to Doctor Carter's paper- particularly when one considers the year
1936 - some th'Irty years ago: "the'
mere fact that one hundred cases
sent_ to th~ Duke Hospital required
the I?ductwn of an abortion, would
c~r.tainly seem a most irrational conditiOn, when we think that it could
all have
been prevented · Th e Inter.
.
ru ptwn of a pregnancy is a si n
of defeat."l In April 1953 D tg
Ro
J
' . , oc or
~
· Heffernan with his associate, Doctor William A. Lynch
both of the Gynecological-Obstetri~
cal_ Staff at Carney Hospital, Boston,
delivered a paper in Boston before
t~e combined Obstetrical Societies
o B~ston, New York and Philadelphia, entitled "What is the Status
of The~ap~~tic Abortion in Modern
Obstetncs? and, in 1952 both h d
a
prepared a paper for the' LINACRE
QuARTERLY
"Is Therapeu.
. ' entitled
.
tic AbortiOn Scientifically Justified?"
thIn. this latter article, they consider
e ~~pact of many complicating
condi.twns on pregnancy, e.g., tuber~los~s, cardiac .disease of all types,
I ultiple sclerosis, chronic nephritis
gb o~erulonephritis, hypertension'
· tumors, m~alignancy
·
'
ofen1gn . pe1VIC
~lvic organs, tumors of gastroin~est~nal tract, lungs, kidneys and
a:ain: secondary anemia, pernicious
si em I a of pregnancy, erythroblastos, maternal otosclerosis, ulcerative
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colitis,
. I d'IS·
. rubella and other Vlra
eases I_n pregnancy with possible
c?ngenital malformations, neurological . complications
and ep1·1 epsy,
.
p~yc h Iatnc involvement and mental
disease. They conclude that tumors
o~ the gastrointestinal tract, lungs,
. can
bkidneys .and even the b ram
e successfully operated on during
pr~gnancy with absolutely no deletenous
effect. on the pregnancy.
.
Wit? reference to malignancy of the
pe~vic organs, the authors admit that
~,his poses a serious problem and add
whe.n a diagnosis of malignant disease Is made in the early months of
pregnancy, it may be treated either
by total extirpation of the pelvic
org?ns or by the efficient use of
radmm or x-ray. The indirect interru ~tion of pregnancy in these
cases IS the undesired, unintentional
and inevitable result of the radical
~ttack on the malignant disease and
Is not a therapeutic abortion."2
As to all ·of the other conditions
Heffernan and Lynch, afte;
consultmg the findings, results and
conclusions of specialists in the
~arious disciplines, and incorporatmg many excerpts from the relevant
medical literature, state unequivocally that therapeutic abortion is
not indicated, cannot be justified
does not contribute to a bettermen~
of. the basic condition and accomplishes only one thing- the murder
of innocent lives. Their ultimate conclusion is now well known, having
been quoted many times, in the intervening years, by authors and
~;cturers on the subject of abortion:
.Anyone who performs a therapeutic abortion is either ignorant of
modern medical methods of treating
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the pregnancy is being interrupt£ .
the complications of pregnancy or is A study of the literature will so< 1
unwilling to take the time to use convince any impartial person tl:: t
5
no such evidence exists."
them."3
That conclusion has . never been
On the basis of this survey, Doctc s
challenged. Thus, anyone who Heffernan and Lynch concludE
resorts to therapeutic abortion, "As therapeutic abortion invob ~s
because pregnancy threatens the the direct destruction of human li ~,
health or life of the mother, had it is contrary to all the rules a d
better be prepared to explain his traditions of ·good medical practi ~.
ignorance or to justify his laziness. From the very beginning, the ~ )proach to the problem has been 1. 1In preparation for their presenta- scientifi.c. In too many cases it ' l S
tion before the combined obstetri- learned, after innumerable bal: ;;s
cal societies, Doctors Heffernan and had been sacrificed, that interr
Lynch formulated a questionnaire tion of the pregna,ncy not o ly
and forwarded it to 367 hospitals caused 100 percent fetal loss
t
in the United States. The hospitals also increased the maternal mor Jwere chosen because of accredita- ity. . . . The incidence of the ation for residency or intern training, peutic abortion is disturbingly h i .h.
of diversified · geographical location . .. A careful analysis of the ind. aand of the number of deliveries.
tions for these operations make it
171 hospitals replied and, of these, rather clear that with better 1 "e152 supplied detailed information. natal care the lives of most of t1 ~se
The study was divided into two infants could have been saved w . hfive-year periods - 1941-1945 and out necessarily increasing the m a er1946-1950 and covered over three nal mortality. . . . The mar :ed
million deliveries. One of the primary
variation in rate in the incidenc of
conclusions was very enlightening:
therapeutic abortion throughout his
"of special interest is the fact that
country demonstrates the lack of
the maternal mortality rates in the unified opinion in these repres nthospitals performing therapeutic
a•tive teaching centers . . . . · : he
abortions, while excellent, were not management of this important )robetter than those in the hospitals
cedure has ·been uncritical md
wherein no therapeutic abortiof!.S
6
were performed. In fact, a few more unscientific. "
In summary, the authors dec are:
mothers died in the hospitals allow4
"When the writings of interc ted
ing therapeutic abortions."
specialists in allied fields· are
In this study, the authors refer to analyzed, grave doubts must arise
a very compelling statement by concerning the validity of any of
Doctor A. L. Jacobs in the British the listed indications for therapeuJournal of 0 bstetrics and Gynecol- tic abortion. Furthermore, many
ogy: "If abortion is to have any authorities have deplored the
scientific justification, evidence must destruction of the fetus in certain
be sought showing that in general complications where therapeutic
the harmful effects are avoided if
LINACRE QUARTERLY
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abortion was performed not so much
because the condition endangered
the mother's life but because of the
expense and social hazards fnvolved
The ~eath . of the fetus in thes~
cas~s Is ratiOnalized on a medical
~asis; but actually the chief motive
Is the socio-economic factor. In
such cases, the physician not onl
neglects to safeguard the unborn lif~
entrusted to his care but actually
beco~es the deliberate executioner
of
thian .mnooent. human being . SureIy
s Is unethical and unscientific.
. . . No procedure which of its
very nature vioiates the basic law
of medicine 'to preserve life' and
there~y carries with it such farreachmg implications should be
perpetuated in the face of grave
?oubts. ~s to its necessity and when
Its validity lacks scientific support."7
What

Doctors Heffernan and
~ynch pointed out to their coleagues with reference to the purpose of the medical profession also
bears repetition.· "The t wo great
rurposes. of the art of medicine are
o sav~ hfe. and to relieve suffering.
Any SituatiOn wherein a physician
not only witnesses death but is
called upon to cause it must be
dou~ly distasteful to him. A therapeutic abo~tion is such a situation.
· · · In th~s one ph~se of medicine
(therapeutic abortion) the life 0 f
· unconditionally surrendthe babY Is
ered to the disease of the mother.
Th~rapeutic abortion is,· thereore, a ~hrect violation of the fund amental ideals and traditions of
Dledical pra·
· d"tstressing. to
find
. ct"Ice. I t Is
. that. It has received scant at~tton m obstetrical literature,
" ereas authorities in the appropri-

i· ·

ate sReci~lties concerned with the
comphcatwns of pregnancy have
been most articulate during the past
twenty-five
yea rs m
·
.
con d emning
abortiOn
as
a
therapeutic
Th
h
measure.
ey ave repeatedly emphasized
~hat, as far as a complicating disease
Is concerned, the expectant mother
presents a problem not greatly diff~rent from that of a non-pregnant
sister with the same disease, and
that furthermore, so far as her
pregnancy is concerned, she is
not greatly different from other
pregnant women."B
. Do~tors Heffernan and Lynch are
IllustriOus examples of the fact that
the .a~t, science and profession of
medicme need not be and should
not. be separated from moral and
e~hica.l princi pies. In fact, good medicme IS and m~st be solidly based
upon. ~od, His Creation of and
Dommwn over human life and His
sole. prerogative to terminate life.
Their moral counsels to their medical
"Whconfreres are worth no t"1ng..
at:ver nobility or esteem our
professiOn may claim derives from
the. fact that its members have
~edicated their lives to the preservatiOn of human life. The argument
against therapeutic abortion from
na.tural law can be stated very
?nefly. The unborn child is an
~nn~enbt human being; its life is
mv~o a le.
To destroy that life
dehb~rately is murder. . . . It is
sub~utte~ that therapeutic abortion
denves Its origin from a train of
tho~ght w.hich is foreign to the
entire medical tradition in that its
only effect is the destruction of life
and offers no constructive effort to
the solution of disease and the
hazards of living. "9
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In concluding their article, the
same authors quote from Doctor
Albert Schweitzer: "What shall be
my attitude towards other life? It
can only be of a piece with my attitude towards my own life. If I
am a thinking being, I must regard
other life than my own with equal
reverence. For I shall know that it
longs for fullness and development
as deeply as I do myself. Therefore,
I see that evil is what annihilates,
hampers or hinders life. And this
holds good whether I regard it
physically or spiritually. Goodness,
by the same token, is the saving
or helping of life, the enabling of
whatever life I can influence to attain its highest development. . ..
A man is really ethical only when
he obeys the constraint laid on him
to help all life which he is able to
succor, and when he goes out of
his way to avoid injuring anything
living. He does not ask how far this
or that life deserves sympathy, is
valuable in itself, or how far it is
capable of feeling. To him life as
such is sacred. " 10
Applying the sage advice of
Schweitzer to modern medicine and
more particularly to the evil that
is abortion, Doctors Heffernan ~nd
Lynch conclude their article thusly:
"Therapeutic abortion is an unworthy and unwholesome paradox
in modern medicine . . The 'unenlightened physician' of the premodern era with limited means, a
faith in His Creator and an undying
hope and optimism, challenged disease. Today, with so many of his
dreams realized in the armamentarium of modern medicine, some
of his successors would shrink from
162

the challenge, face difficulties
h
pessimism and, · bowing to expe iency, would destroy life. Therape1 ic
abortion is a deliberate destruct m
of innocent life, morally evil [ 1d
scientifically unjustified. Therar;: utic abortion is legalized murder ·u
Increased medical knowledge, : 1.e
perfecting of new techniques : 1d
the proliferation of new medicati s
in the past thirteen years since t ey
appeared before the combined ·bstetrical Societies make the co .usions of Doctors Heffernan
d
Lynch that much more true nd
·persuasive: there is no indication nd
no justification for therapeutic a rtion because of com plica tiom: in
pregnancy. If the complicating Jndition is treated conservatively ,md
in accordance with the best kn ., wn
methods, there is no reason ':hy
the expectant mother cannot do Y'ell
during the pregnancy and, at t rm,
deliver a normal, healthy child.
Never was this more true thr 1 in
the recent exciting report of
35
year old woman who, having suffered from rheumatic heart co lplications since childhood, gave -Jirth
to a healthy baby without any difficulties or problems. This p~ tient
had undergone closed-heart r •.itral
surgery in I 959 and in 196'' . In
1961, she married and had r tremendous desire to have childrr :1. In
the spring of I 966, she became
pregnant and, because of her ~1eart
condition, she could only wa"k on
level ground and do only the li; htest
of household tasks. The doctor~ had
three alternatives from which to
choose: therapeutic abortion, risky
medical therapy or a surgical procedure to insert the Starr-Edwards
LINACRE QuARTERLY

valve. The patient rejected the idea
of therapeutic abortion because it page in the annals of medical history
was morally repulsive and also be- may never have been written.
cause she wanted more th .
h"
an anyThe easy solution to a difficult
t Ing to have a baby and to become prob~em is hardly ever the best
a moth~r. Between the remaining solutiOn; the short-sighted interest
alternatives, the doctors elected and t?e short-terin perspective do
surgery.
very little for the long-range future·
th~
negative approach never accom~
. The docto~s indicated that the
nsk !o the child, by reason of the phshes or solves anything; physical
surgical intervention, was an death can never be fruitful in terms
unknown factor bee a use it was of new life.
n_ecessary to continue the patient's
. In this instance, because the posicirculation by open-pumping proce- tive, constructive and challenging
dures for 80 minutes The
.
·
·
surgery approach was chosen, the life-long
was emmently successful and the dream of this woman to become a
pregnant mother indicated that she mother was realized and the medinever felt better in her life that cal knowledge, which will be s
s~e was _able to go shopping ~nd to useful in similar future cases wa~
chmb hills d~ring her pregnancy. enhanced. If therapeutic ab~rtion
~e was hospitalized about 8 weeks had ~een elected by the doctors and
I fore delivery so that anti-coagu- permitted by the patient, motherant drugs could' be administered hood and medicine would have been
r~gularly and so that a low-salt the losers.
diet could be carefully supervised.
D?ctor Herbert Ratner sumfroFollowing. a normal labor, free manzes the situation well when he
m comp1Ications and difficulties
states: "With the · · . drama t'Ic
a
healthy
· on'
th
:r:na1e ch'ld
I
was born
pro~ess in medical science, there
day before Thanksgiving, 1966. Is . VIrtual~y no need left to take
. e new mother, with tears of joy
t?Is drastic, lethal measure ( aborCrled out "Thank you, God."12
'
tiOn) to. protect health. . . . (It is)
if Look what would have been lost a pec~har paradox that pressure
sol t~erapeutic abortion, the easy for easier abortion should come at
utwn, had been chosen. The child :his time. Precisely when medicine
:ould have been ' murdered; the Is most qualified to defend and preh oma_n "":ould have been robbed of serve life, the advocates of abortion
er hfe-time dream to beeome a are accelerating their campaign to
lttother; the medical profession would destroy it. "13
h
· d of a pnvdeged
..
o ave been
. d epnve
The figures in the large MetroPP<>rtumty to live up to its ideal
politan
area of Boston bear this out.
~urpose and accept a challenge;
From
a
high of about 18 maternal
!
Important knowledge and indeaths in 1947, there were two
0llllation
Id
)
wou never have been
earned; this brilliant and illustrious maternal deaths each in 1955 and
1956 and not even a single maternal
MAY, 1967
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death in 1957, when there were
16 325 babies born that particul~r year. This is the perfect year
for which medical circles in Boston
have been striving hard for many
years. This was their hour of success; their efforts had been rewarded.
Most assuredly, during the year
1957, there were many complicated
pregnancies, which demanded gr~at
patience of the doctors and which
taxed their medical knowledge and
skill to the utmost, but the mothers
survived and 16,325 babies. were
born alive. If emotion and hysteria
are removed from the scene and if
they give way to reason and soun.d
medical
knowledge,
therapeutic
abortions need not be performed,
mothers will prosper and healthy
babies will be delivered. With increased medical · knowledge, 36,466
live births were recorded in 1964
· and 1965 without a single maternal
death. 14
,•:-.:..:
. ,<I

......

.

I

·... ,, .
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St. Margaret's Maternity Hospital
in Boston is conducted under Catholic auspices and admi?istered by
Catholic religious. Obvwusly, this
hospital and its staff do not allow
or tolerate therapeutic abortions
under any circumstance . or for any
cause, however grave or threatening. This hospital will not turn
away a patient merely ~ause s~e
has a condition that will complicate her pregnancy; in fact, all
patients are welcomed and tr~a~ed
with the highest caliber of medicme
known to the obstetrical specialty.
On February 4, 1960, the Boston
Globe in a feature article, carried
the l~rge, bold, black headlines
"20 000 Births at St. Margaret's
Wi;hout One Maternal Fatality."
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The Catholic Church, the Catl~ lie Faith, the Catholic Hos~ital E e
often labeled medieval, behmd-tl -~
times, living in the dark ages, re . ~
tionary, too conservative, obstr~ ::tionist, impeders of progress.- c n
any abortion-oriented hospital x
clinic surpass the perfect record ~f
20,000 births for St. Margan s
Hospital in Boston?
Until recently, therapeutic at lrtion was considered to be the . :rmination of a pregnancy when 1.e
continuation of it would pose a
threat to the life or physical he[ th
of the mother. Abortion fo: ny
other reason, either in relatiOri ~o
the mother or the conceptus, . o: m
relation to the family was classJ .ed
as criminal. Now, the propon 1tS
of legalization of abortion under ny
and all circumstances woul~ Jnsider all abortions therapeutic ,nd
none criminaL After all, t~e I rd
criminal is harsh and has Imp .. cations which .the proponents do not
like to think a bout. This is the age
of euphemisms, so ft-soun d"mg nd
nice-sounding words and p?r tses.
We have abandoned the reaht· for
the fanciful illusion.
Now, abortion that is c died
. " Is
· bem
· g advo<
"therapeutic
. a ted
.
when there is a stress si:tuatioH mvolving the mother-to-be- a . ,roblem of mental illness; a questl n of
an illegitimate birth; a possibil ty of
the child being born deformed or
defective; socio-economic h ctors
which might indicate that aDother
child should not be born a; this
·
· even
IS
Particular time. Ab ortwn
·
for
suggested as the best so1utwa
the world population problem.
LINACRE QuA RT ERLY
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How an abortion for socio-economic factors or as a solution for the
population problem can be classified
as therapeutic, this writer cannot
quite comprehend.
·
With reference to a pregnancy
continuing in the midst of a stress
situation or in the presence of men. tal illness, there is much hysteria
and volatile emotion manifest in
the popular writings and in the oral
remarks and propaganda statements.
The writers are clever; the picture
they draw is heart-rending and
pitiful; their appeal is strictly to
the · emotions to the complete
abandonment of truth, reason, logic
or fact.

RAPE
The typical c~se, presen ted in the
literature, is that of a poor young
girl, who has been raped and who
is found to be involuntarily pregnant
as a result. Some writers compound
the tragedy by adding the circumstance that she is pregnant by a
relative- father, brother, uncle or
cousin- after a sexual assault. They
draw out in vivid description the
awfulness · of the situation and the
~evere trauma, which the young girl
Is experieNcing. They emphasize the
mental stress from which the victim
~s suffering and relate the impact,
In the form of continuing memories
and dreams, that this incident has
·caused. From all of this, they .jump
to the conclusion that abortion is
the only sensible and humane solu. tion. Why? They do not give any
adequate or substantial reasons.

AU ·of us deplore the evil of sexual
assault, rape and incest- even those
of us who oppose the liberalization
MAY, 1967

of abortion laws. We wish these
heinous crimes did not exist. We
do not condone, allow or tolerate
them, when they do happen. But
we ask ...,.._ after such has occurred
-is abortion the only answer? Is
abortion the best answer?

1.·.

This conclusion - that an abortion will solve all of her problems,
remove all the nightmares from her
165
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As a rna tter of fact, we oppose
abortion just as vigorously as we
oppose rape and incest and for
exactly the same reason- all of
them are contraventions of God's
Commandments and the Divine
Law. From the point of view of
logic, reason and consistency, it is
hard to see and understand how
those who favor legalized abortion
can be so much in favor of abortion
and so much opposed to rape and
incest. How can sexual assault be
so evil and murder be so virtuous?

Although we oppose the liberalization of existing abortion laws as
per se and necessarily sinful and
evil, we do not lack in sympathy
and we are not deficient in understanding and consideration. We appreciate the real plight of the young
girl who has become pregnant by
rape and assault. We have a clear
insight into the nightmarish experience that she has had. We know
exactly how much she is suffering.
We have just as much empathy as
the proponents of abortion. What
we do not see, apart from the fundamental immorality of the abortion, is how an abor1Jion is going
to help the youngster; how she is
going to be better off after the
abortion than she was before.
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do with the assault, be t h e VICtll ..
sordid experience, lessen the fear . Punish the rapist, by all mea~ :;,
and fright, diminish the trauma but have compassion on the t o
and render her light-hearted and viotims- the mother-to-be and l ~r
happy again- is not accepta?le to
a thinking person. The hystena and child.
MENTAL ILLNESS
the emotion is meant to cloud and
obstruct the vision and impede the
We are told by the hyste:ical P J ponents of legalized abortiOn th t,
reason.
In addition to the awful memo- where a mentally ill woman zries, dreams and nightmar:s, the comes pregnant, there is so rea ,a
young girl will be compounding her danger of suicide that the pregna: ~y
problems by submitting t~ an should be terminated by abortl n.
abortion because then, she Wll~ . be Again, much hysteria and emot m
adding to her unenviabl~ poslt:on -but no facts and no studies. to
the serious feelings of gmlt, w_h ich confirm or prove their conclusJ n.
necessarily and spontaneously follow Again, they try to rea<;h .the ~ ~
the free, voluntary and delf~rate thinking person, who lS n~pre~ _d
decision to murder and kill the lnn?- by the problem and the sit~at Jn
cen t child. These feelings of gml t and who easily accepts, . w~th ut
gnaw const,antly and coi_Isciously at analysis, without reason,. with ut
the conscience and feelings of the proof, the illogical conclusion.
individual. There is no surcease to
There is no necessary and int vithem. They continue for deca~es, table correlation between pregna JCY
for a life-time- never decreasmg in a mentally ill woman and le~
always being magnified.
suicide. A study- the only on: o
The person with such feelings of its kind reported in the mec cal
len
guilt can never be happy, can never literature- developed in Swe
1 vas
be at ease, can never be fre~ from clearly proved that not. on Y .
the insidious, malignant feeling~ of there no necessary relatiOnship b·~i
guilt - and yet some in our midst tween a pregnant mentally 1
advocate abortion as the only and woman and suicide but also not ; .ren
the best solution. In · this analysi~, one case of suicide was recorde
where is their sympathy? Where IS
Once again, the position of the , ·.rotheir humaneness? Who is the true ponents of legal abortion is illo} leal
friend of the young girl who is the and inconsistent. They strenu .tsly
victim?
su est that abortion be perforned
The Scriptural reference was ongga mentally ill pregnant wo:n.an
never so clearly verified: "The last to save her from suicide. Is su,clde
state of that man is worse than the any more destructive than . rnurder? Is suicide any more heinous,
first."
immoral, or unnatural than murIn a further consideration, why
der of the innocent.? H ow ca . the
. e
should the innocent child, who re- abortionists fear and detest sutcid
sulted from the rape or the incest, as a great evil and propose and sugbut who had absolutely nothing to
LINACRE QuARTERLY
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gest abortion as a great good? What
are their standards concerning life
and the value of life? Is the life of
the existing, mentally ill adult of
greater value than that of the
innocent unborn?
Let us see what the authorities
and the specialists have to say
about pregnancy in a stress situation
or in the presence of mental illness.
The available statistics and writings clearly indicate that the numbers of abortions for psychiatric
indications have greatly increased
in the past twenty-five years.
Doctors Kenneth R. Viswander
and Morton Klein revealed that, in
a survey study of therapeutic abortions in two Buffalo teaching hospitals, in the perio~ of 1960 to 1964,
seventy-five percent of the abortions amohg private patients were
performed for psychiatric reasons
and that abortion for psychogenic
indications rose from thirteen percent of all abortions in 1943 to 87.5
percent in 1963. 1 5

ditions, are considered legal reasons
for abortion. Denmark allows an
abortion in cases of reactive depression and neurasthenia and the
latter classification is the more
prevalent ·in instances of psychotherapeutic abortions.
Father Vaughan, Chairman of the
Department of Psychology at the
University of San Francisco, states
that neurasthenia "includes the
'worn-out' housewife who has already given birth to several children
and appears on the verge of a psychological breakdown when faced
with a new pregnancy and the
threat of an additional child in an
already stress-laden home. " 17
Sweden is more liberal in her
laws since it is not required that
the psychological condition actually
exist at the time of the pregnancy;
the threat is considered to be a
sufficiently valid and legal reason.
How necessary is an abortion in
the presence of mental illness or a
stress situation? Is it merely a useful
expedient that ignores the basic
problem in order to "solve" the more
evident surface problem? Does abortion accomplish anything worthwhile, positive and constructive?
Does abortion leave the expectant
mother in better health than if she
were to continue to term?

Doctor Herbert I. Posin, Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry
at Boston University Medical
Center, refers to a study of
therapeutic abortions that demonstrated that psychiatric indications
Were given in 94 percent of one
group of unmarried women but
only in 50 percent of a group of
married women and he notes that
in the year of the German Measles
epidemic in England twice as many
pregnancies were legally terminated
among single girls as married
Women, all on psychiatric grounds. 16

These are very basic, fundamental
and important questions and the
answers to these questions will
determine what, if any, validity
exists for the recommendation of an
abortion for psychiatric reasons.

In Scandinavian countries, psychological, as well as medical con-

Murdock reports the impression
of one psychiatrist: "that pregnant
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women are more apt .to make a . Since the only ground for abort
satisfactory recovery from their in many states is if it is felt tl.
psychosis, and to do so more is threat of death, suicidal risl
promptly than comparable patients thus established as the only h
way out of the· situation." 22
who are not pregnant." 1 8
Doctor Ratner indicates: "Actually, there are ·several studies to
show that pregnancy decreases
psychiatric illnesses. " 19
Doctor Howard C. Taylor, Jr.,
Director of Obstetrical and Gynecological Service, Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center in New York
has stated: "I am very much disturbed by the use of the indication
of reactive depression with suicidal
tendency as an argument for
abortion. I have not in my experience ever run across a suicide
in pregnancy in a patient who was
suffering from anxiety depression. " 20

.,.
·.......
.. ·,·"
··-- .' ~ .

.· .

..... ··.
- .- ... ·..,

Father Vaughan _relates: "In one
report from Sweden, 344 women
were refused legal abortions and 62
indicated that they would commit
suicide. In fact, none ever did.
Suicide is one of the most difficult
things to predict. Understandably,
psychiatrists prefer to play it safe.
Actually, the rate of suicide among
pregnant women is lower than
among non-pregnant. ·The solution
to the problem of suicidal depression is not abortion but effective
treatment." 21
Dr. Theodore Lidz, Professor of
Psychiatry at Yale University School
of Medicine declared: "Let us be
frank about this. When the psychiatrist says that there is a suicidal
risk, in many instances he does not
mean that at all, but feels that
there are strong socio-economic
grounds for a therapeutic abortion.
168
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The observation of Doctor J ·.m
Marshall is worthy of careful c nsideration: "A non-pregnant war an
who is depressed may be treated by
drugs, electro-convulsive therap~- or
by a period in a hospital, nd
make a good recovery. Why sh( 1ld
not a pregnant woman be simi] ely
treated? Why, in this insta ce,
should the life of a child be s1. :rificed, rather than the treatr· ~nt
applied which ·w ould be used in the
non-pregnant state?" 23
It is clear that the abortion vill
not cure the mental illness. -1 tUS,
if abortion is the only m ans
adopted, the mental condition .vill
still remain after the fetus has
been killed. So, where has abo .ion
made any positive, constru e ive
contribution?
There seems to be much dishonesty, fraud and subterfug ' in
abortions performed for psych13.tric
indications.
Doctor Harold Rosen, psychi:·trist
at the Johns Hopkins Hospital has
demonstrated how pressures from a
physician may force a woman into
seeking, on psychogenic groum:s, an
abortion which she does not 'Nant.
"A woman who says she wan ts an
abortion sometimes comes to the
psychiatrist not because she wants
it but bee a use she has come to sense
that her obstetrician or her family
physician or the uncle-physician
who would never consciously think
of suggesting •a n abortion to her,
LIN ACRE
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·~
'I

nevertheless feels it a pity for her
to be p~egnant and somehow, without
h saymg so' ge t s- h er to realize
; ~t he wants her t9 interrupt it
.ave seen this on numerous oc~
caswns. Give that woman a chance
to talk after she comes to th
chiatrist and asks for an ab:rtl~~
and she herself will tell you th. '
and talk herself out of wanting it!";;

tea~h that there is no condition in
which an abortion must or should
be done, that there is considerable
h~zard and danger that abortion
will exacerbate an existing mental
pr~blem, that an abortion will
senously aggravate feelings of guilt
and self-deprecation in the expectant. mothers and ~that the "inter~uptlon of a pregnancy may do more
Doctor Posin describes what does
arm than good to a person with a
happe? when a patient seeks a s _ well- balanced nervous sys,tem and
chiatnc interview· "The t'
p yd
h f .
·
pa I en t an
may caus-~ considerable damage
er amdy are not asking ad .
t
h
.
VIce as t~ the patient with a psychiMric
o w at Is the best thing to d
difficulty. "26
Sh~ :omes with the d-ecision mado~
that Intervention is the only th'
· Arbuse
h and Schectman' I'n d'ISCUS~he usually sits grimly and ~~;~ smg.
t e effect of pregnancy on menSistently threatens suicide. Circ~m tal III ness ' states.· "there d oes not
:~ances ?f the examination almost seem to be any one condition which
ways mvolve a great sense of absolutely indicates interruption of
pre~sure, of time running out. The pregn~ncy. The mental state is selpatient usu~lly arrives within a few ~om . JUstification for induction of
Abortion per se Is
· un~ays of the critical point of gesta- bo:rtwn.
.
~~on, beyond which intervention be- questi.onabiy a shock. It mav . be
mes much more dangerous. What conceivably more detrimental "th
.
an
~~ppens to the patient's mental con- con t'muatwn
of the pregnancy. If it .
. ItiOn after the decision is made
could be shown that conception rna
Is rar.ely. known to the examinin ' Ie~d to permanent psychosis in
~sychiatnst. If the physicia d g tau~ definite cases, then the termic1de
· not sufficient I. n d' e. s th ere Is
tion t ·
n Ica- nat.wn of pregnancy would clearly
. o Interrupt the pregnancy, the be m the best in te:rests of the patient
patient usually does not feel friend!
and the operation would conform
enough to let him know. "25
Y to the desired standards but the
contrar~ appears to be the rule. The
In a dd'Itwn
·
to the considerations psychosis initiated by pregnane
~f t~e fraudulent and dece tive rarely persists but tends to recove~
~ltuatwns, associated with aborpti'
10r "
h' . ,
on after. an apparently short period,
f
psyc Ia tnc conditions and th
and m some cases may clear u
act that abortion does not I'n
e spontaneously before full term i~
way h 1
b
.
'
any
n ' e p or enefit the mental ill- reached. Women who show perd~:s or t~e emotional disturbance, mane~t impairment of mentality
r attentiOn must be given to th foiiowmg
childbirth belong to the
thct fit~~t recognized authorities
class of potential psychotics for
h e I he s of psychiatry and mental
eat clearly and unequivocally ':~om pregnancy is merely a subsidiary factor in the pathogenesis
MAv, 1967
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of the psychosis. Upon the m_entality
of such women a therapeutic abortion cannot be curative and it may
exert a deleterious effect that is more
harmful than the continuation of
pregnancy. . . . Ther~ is no ysychiatric disorder that IS hereditary
to the degree that the occu:rence
of mental illness in the offspnng of
the patient can_ be '~~edicted with
reasonable cert.a mty.
In reporting on a study of SO
women in whom pregnancy was
terminated for psychiatric reasons,
18 women manifested guilt ~eel
ings and 9 women, while not consdous of guilt feelings, de~onstrat~
definite signs of such In somatic
disturbances such as abdominal
cramps, vomiting, pruritis vulvae,
frigidity, dysmennorhea, headache,
insomnia or easy fatigue. 28

··"

·.-•.; .. ·
''

I

non-pregnant cycle may
deeply engrained feelings
ity toward the husband.
we may say can produce
.
•
• "29
gtc c1ca tnx.

result 1
of ho~rt
AbortiC ~s
psycho )-

Doctor Posin points out t h at " p ;chi~atrists often see d·epres.s ive re , _
tions in patients who have undergc te
.
"30
therapeutic a bo ruons.
Father Vaughan very forceh ly
considers the emotional uphea al
which is suffered by women Y 10
seek a solution in abortion:

least the p! :;iI n any case, there arises at I'f
bility of taking human 1 e. T 0 . n- ·ke
t
matters worse, it is not just any hfe, . mt
the life that she herself ha~ b;ought ltO
the world and that lives .Wlthm her wn
body It is a life that, if it were allc :ed
to c~ntinue its development, would - ;ne
day be called her son or da~ghte~. . 1s~~
chiatry speaks of the relatiOnship .
exists between mother and fetus a~ : -~. t'1c, which means that the
relauon _hlp
b10
.
s a
The hazard and the danger in is so close that the ·fetus, m ~ sense, · h
art of the mother. Both gam ~rom t e
abortion for psychiatric reasons are
~elationship: the fetus, its envuom lent
clearly portrayed in this study, where and subsistence, and the mother, a : :nse
54 percent suffered adverse effects. of creativity and fulfillment.
Ebaugh and Heuser issue a well- At the time of an abort 1'on • the W( :nan
•d
advised warning: "These charges loses a part of herself. It can even b e said
coupled with ideas of guilt self-dep- that she kills a part of herself. We sl, ouh
not be surprised, then, to find tha ' t ~
recation, some recurrent preoccul?a- aborted woman feels profoundly guilty an
tion centering around the abortiOn experiences a loss of self-esteem. Re::por.and the general theme qf 'I let sibility for the act causes a fear of r:'ta ~
them kill my baby' might well d_is- ation. It is not uncom~on to he~r,_ su~ll
turb a poorly integrated personality statements as "I am afraid somethm(. ,;tor
happen to me for what ~ .have . don(', d I
even to psychotic conditions. Feel- "I have committed a ternble cnme an 'd
ings of love, admiration and respect will be punished for it," or "I am nfra~
for the male partner in the result I will never be able to have another ba ~
of pregnancy may well be distorted because of what I have done." Women ~
deep religious convictions are often ~ern
in the aborted woman to ideas of fled at the thought of God's justice. ;,o~~
disgust hate and disrespect; 'he become convinced that they have cornm d
gave ~e a baby then t~k ~t away.' ted the unforgivable sin and are plague
The unconscious motivatiOn and with feelings of despair. Needless to s~y,5
the even flow of emotions during reactive depression and suicidal thoug .1
can accompany profound feelings of gul t

the readjustments to a normal sexual
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and loss of self-esteem. Thus, what was
supposed to be achieved through the medium of an abortion, namely, the improvement bf mental health, can turn out the
reverse and further destroy the very thing
it sought to obtain.
One of the most devastating aspects of
mental illness is the personal realization
that one is afflicted with a disorder that is
considered subhuman. In the minds of
many; to be mentally ill is synonymous
with being irrational. It is this aspect of
the illness that heightens the already
existing feeling of inadequacy. To tell a
woman she should not continue a pregnancy and have her baby, because she is
neurotic or psychotic, simply increases her
feelings of worthlessness.
The psychological effects of an abortion
are sometimes delayed. After the operation, the woman becomes so engrossed in
the demands of daily living that she has
little time for conscious reflection. She
fails to realize the full import of what she
has done. Many years later, when she
encounters the menopausal period at 45
or 50, the meaning of what she has done
hits her with its full impact. This realization, added to the usual physical and psychological reactions of that period, can
become a major factor in precipitating an
involutional depression.31

Doctor Richard Curran, a psychiatrist, gives a graphic description
of the psychiatric reaction and the
traumatic damage that follows
abortion, whether it be a so-called
legal or illegal abortion:
Let us not limit our thoughts to the so-

~alled illegal abortion. For we must keep

mind that whether the termination of
pregnancy be ·at the hands of a surgical
team with hospital approval or by selfadministered tools and potions, or by
clumsy, unsterile professional abortionists,
the psychological burden of guilt rests ui ith
the woman. And it is no wonder that one
hears of extreme fear, ambivalence and
doubt as the hour approaches.
In

~ce the deed is accomplished the mind
IS ~axed anew. Ambivalence gave way to
action. For some, there is nagging guilt of

MAY, 1967

a misdeed that cannot be undone. Others
become painfully aware of the fearful hostility in themselves; a hostility that can be
acted upon. Still others experience a
mounting hatred and distrust directed
toward any and all who advised or assisted
in the misdeed.
It is disheartening to consider the damage
to the emotional make-up of a young girl,
who has not attained a reasonable maturity of ego. The concept of self in terms of
ideal values and images is dealt a mortal
blow. The event is recalled again and
again. Soon it becomes necessary to drown
out the noise that is heard, as she is
forced to review her act of murder. Powerful repressive forces stir as the ego tries to
preserve a mental equilibrium. What
cannot be pushed back into the vaults of
the unconscious must be defended against.
Thus, the emergence of neurotic or psychotic reaction patterns.

.· . . .··
.• ' I

t•

The milder reactions may take the form
of conversion reactions, phobias or obsessive-compulsive mechanisms. These patterns are usually not brand new, but
represent a re-emergence of old traits.
Thus the compulsive type will often
become more rigid in habits of cleanliness, punctuality or parsimony. Those
women given to the expression of emotional conflict via the body language will
develop psychophysiologic disorders. The
phobic disturbances are perhaps the easiest to understand when one grasps the
symbolism behind the fear situation. I
have treated patients with irrational fears
of crowds, of solitude, of foods, bugs,
knives. Others avoid visiting certain places
or performing certain acts. Some will shun
the doctor who performed the abortion
and for those women who performed the
act themselves one is likely to hear, for
example, of the panic that descends when
the central plumbing breaks down and ,
the pathway to disposal of the "dead one"
backs up.
A fear of instruments and weapons is not
uncommon. If one remembers that a
phobia represents a displaced fear against
a forbidden impulse, this phenom.e non
makes more sense. Knives are scrupulously
placed out of reach, not because of the
searching hands of toddlers, but because
of the doubtful control of the murd·eress.
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Further pregnancies may be quite upsetting. The normal fears, doubt~, and fe~l
ings of ambivalence become weighted With
the memory of weakness and betrayal.
The wish to retain and the wish to expel
meet and wrestle anew. But now the
contest seems less even, for the former contestant, "expulsion" has won the first fall.
The significance of . other events may be
overdetermined. Accidents, illnesses and
reversals of one sort or another may be
seen as punishment.

ployed, a healthier, stronger, ~o ,'!
secure and more mature · pat1e t
emerges:

In caring for the mentally. ill, ~bortion s
the easier course of actiOn; It puts a
definitive end to a complicating faci r.
But in the long run it may cause n N
complications. Psychi~tric treatment ~ ldom is easy, since It demands of
e
patient the painful process o~ self-ace
tance and personal growth m a we
that is often threatening and demand"\ g.
The means most frequently employee ~o
accomplish this end is psychotherap;
Then inescapably the menopausal years
the person-to-person relationshi.P es; oarrive. The child bearing years are past.
lished between therapist and patient. 1 e
For most women it is a difficult time.
function of the psychiatrist is to ace' nHormonal and other physiologic systems
pany the patient along the journey · at
undergo major alteration. These changes
life offers her. In the world of rea y,
exact from the emotional make-up of each
this journey may present many stres ul
woman equal measures of adjustment and
situations, not the least of which can be
pregnancy, childbirth and motherh· )d.
alteration. The process of reproductive
To allow the patient to run away f 'm
involution stirs anew the serious deliberathese roles is no solution. Help con sts
t:ons about a woman's role, responsibility
in aiding her to face existential re, ity
and purpose in life. The anxieties of
and become equal to meeting it. In s me
youthful menarche are revisited, but the
instances, the pregnant patient -~ay be
mystery and challenge of fertility is ~ot
so psychologically weak that .she will 1 :ed
the problem. Instead there is apprehensiOn
hospitalization as a s~pport. or protec ton
and reluctance over the changes leading to
again.st suicidal intentl~ns; m other c ses,
infertility. For the woman who ~as tammore intensive out-patient psychothe 1py
pered with these natural functwns and
suffices. Regardless of the type of t 'ataborted, there is so often an extra burden.
ment, the added complication o~ : ·egFor there arises from the realm of repressed
nancy is likely to tax t~e skill . 1nd
conflicts the haunting reminder of the
understanding of the therapist; but 1 he
dreadful act. When the miracle and
is doing his job, the final outcome sl- JUld
privilege of procreation is denied by invobe a more mature patient.33
lution, she is forced to retrace old unsettled
feelings. One sees unusual amounts of
Close attention should be givE. 1 to
guilt, self-abasement and des~ondency.
the remarks of Doctor Nichol n J.
These are but a few observations gathered from the histories of those women
Eastman, Professor of Obstetric ~ at
whose guilt is not recognized no.r accepted
Johns Hopkins University Scho<l of
in our courts of law, nor by quite a large
Medicine, in the foreword of a .extnumber of people outside the courts.
book on obstetrics:
Culpability is not placed ':pon the~ by
others. Yet it is felt. For m the mmd a
By and large, obs~etricians have. pe~fo~rne~
trial is always held. The verdict is guilty
therapeutic abort10n on psychiatnc md
and the sentence harsh. They are sencations begrudgingly. They have b~en
tenced to hear a no :se, constant and torinclined to regard the indications '- hich
menting. It is an echo from the quiet
their psychiatric colleagues· bring to 'L hern
murder. 32
as too esoteric and intangible to be con-

.......

.·.

·. I'

1··..

Father Vaughan raises a very
valid point that if abortion is avoided
and intensive psychotherapy is em-

:d

...

In summary, abortion for psychiatric disorders is the easy, expedient,
unimaginative, sterile, destructive
and hazardous solution, which leaves
the expectant mother without her
baby but with her emotional or
mental distress.
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wink both psychiatrist and obstetrician.
The present volume goes far toward correcting those misapprehensions on the part
of obstetricians. Indeed, from the statements and case histories which . psychiatrists present in this volume, it is clear
that their opinion .is veering rapidly
toward greater conservatism. The guilt
complex which sometimes follows artificially produced abortion receives especial
emphasis. Author after author uses such
phrases as 'the sense of guilt or inadequacy which appears directly related to an
abortion,' 'psychic hangovers from abortion,' 'traumatic experience of an abortion,'
'the effect of the termination on the integrity of the woman's personality structure,'
'emotional trauma which the woman will
subsequently experience,' to say nothing of
the stress laid on 'exceedingly depressed hysterectomized patients,' and suicidal tendencies in vasectomized men. The feeling
is growing apparently among the leaders
in psychiatry that therapeutic abortion
on psychiatric grounds, is often a double
edged sword and frequently carries with
it a degree of emotional trauma far exceeding that which would have been sustained
by continuation of pregnancy.34
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